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Who are the experts?





Your Gantt chart looks horrible, Potter!





No reference to AdS/CFT in the Bible, 

brother William!





You haf peen evaluated. 
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- Why do they do it?

[for the field, for the money, to understand]


- How many are there?

[for MSC-Physics ~150, for ~1000 proposals/year]

[do the math: it’s heavy, intensive work]


- How close to your field are they?

[at least one, `very close’; no one `too far’]

[but remember, the metric must cover all of physics!]



So, who are the experts?

Well, let’s look at one …

… and learn what you should not do.
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So, when do you commit the sin of FWE?

- Thou shalt respect the rules. No, seriously. 

[length, fonts, Gantt, deliverables, …]


- Thou shalt not make hyperbolic claims.

[have a sense of where the field is …]


- Thou shalt not sweep under the carpet.

[if there is a problem, solve it, or highlight it…]


- Thou shalt do your homework.

[yes, even outreach. You can figure it out.]
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Three phases, sometimes more

Picture some guy with a job and a family writing 20 of these

Picture three very different opinions and a very short time

Picture a lot of spell-checking when your goose is already cooked
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- Peer review


- Non-algorithmic


- Impartial, as humans are


- Luck still matters, but not too much


- In bocca al lupo!

How well does it work?



Thank you


